ARCHITECTURE AND KITCHEN: VISIONARY INTERIOR DESIGN CONCEPTS THANKS TO ALL-EMBRACING PLANNING DIVERSITY MADE BY LEICHT

A high degree of networking, mobility and flexibility is part and parcel of fast changing, modern lifestyles and working models. As living space in cities is becoming ever more scarce and the density of population is growing, changed job structures are also currently necessitating some rethinking in terms of private space and furnishings. Particularly contemporary approaches in the overriding context of “Urban Living” – from cohousing through micro housing to temporary living forms – need innovative ideas in terms of spatial design and tailor-made implementations. LEICHT reacts to contemporary living requirements with planning expertise and a sensitive feel for design and uses a compact, well-thought-out boarding house scenario to illustrate how extensive interior design can flexibly create a personal but also functional atmosphere in a small space – a “temporary home”. This planning offers a maximum feeling of spaciousness on a minimal floor plan: modular shelving systems of the Fios range in connection with floor-to-ceiling sliding doors create flexible, walk-in functional areas and, with them, an intimate moment within the open living space. Even the cooking area is concealed behind elegant tall unit walls, can be used at any time and fits in with the elegant and homely atmosphere. The architectural brand LEICHT thus demonstrates that for some time now it has been much more than a kitchen specialist – namely an expert for holistic living solutions.
With a new planning approach, this plan creates harmonious areas with flowing transitions and caters to major requirements of residents with well-thought-out sliding door and storage space constructions. With LEICHT, every conceivable space solution can be perfectly implemented with modular systems and aesthetic material combinations in lacquer and wood: at the centre of this plan, a spacious dressing room made of floor-to-ceiling sliding doors and the filigree shelving system Fios facilitates the storing of everyday clothes – a room in room which creates practical storage space both inside and out. At the same time, the walk-in architectural element creates a place of calm, which gives its users security. With planning options like this, LEICHT optimally uses the space available and, with cleverly implemented modules, such as space-saving sliding doors, always creates new and flexible spaces even on the smallest of floor plans – a future-oriented possibility for interior design with the constantly changing demands being made on our living and working space.

**Inexhaustible planning diversity: cooking and living in harmony**

In this visionary plan, the idea of a kitchen extends beyond the classical cooking area into an extension to the living room. All transitions are flowing. The cooking area, for example, is concealed behind floor-to-ceiling fold-away doors in a large-format tall unit run, which, depending on the situation, can be opened or left closed to create a calm overall appearance. Finely designed sideboards in combination with the elegant Vero glass display cabinets, corner shelving solutions and floating storage spaces on a drawer basis are repeated elements in the kitchen and living areas. Natural wood nuances generate a warm, homely atmosphere. The overall effect is of a harmonious interplay of architectural form and natural colour, open and closed, communicative and intimate, which can be translated into all kinds of contemporary living areas and situations in life thanks to the innovative interior design expertise of LEICHT.
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